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From: Carla Higginson
To: bef@furlongbutler.com
Cc: adgipeWSBA@gmail.com; Darlene Neumann; rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com; Garrett Beyer
Subject: Opposition to proposed by-law changes
Date: Friday, August 12, 2016 10:53:13 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Gov. Brad Furlong
District 2 Representative
WSBA Board of Governors
 
Re: WSBA proposed by-law changes
 
Dear Brad:
 
I am writing to urge you to reject the proposed changes to the WSBA By-laws.  While I note that it
 has been reported about how many times the task force and BOG governance committee has met
 to discuss the proposed changes, it is disingenuous to suggest that such meetings, even if open to
 the public, were adequate to call to the attention of typically busy practicing attorneys the depth
 and breadth of the frankly shocking changes to the organization to which we are required to
 belong in order to make our livings in the learned profession of the law.   
 
Over the past 36 years, I have noticed an increasing disdain by the Supreme Court for attorneys,
 and an increase in their interest in promoting the practice of law by non-attorneys.   The proposed
 by-law changes move things further along that continuum by adding three non-attorneys to the
 BOG (to be appointed by the Supreme Court, who as already noted does not support or seem to
 understand the needs of practicing attorneys), not to mention the effect on our representative
 democracy in the WSBA by allowing three of the governing body to be appointed rather than
 elected, thus not being answerable to any constituency at all.  Ask any practicing attorney if his or
 her non-lawyer friends or family members really understand the stresses and challenges of
 practicing law, and the answer is likely to be a resounding “no.”  Yet the WSBA now proposes to
 have us regulated by three people who will have little knowledge of what is like to practice law,
 the practical and ethical dilemmas we face daily, or even the pace that a diligent attorney must
 keep up to provide ethical service to his or her clients.  I am strongly opposed to this change and
 ask you to oppose it.  Further, there is an inherent conflict between those of us who have chosen
 to attend four years of college and three more years of law school, and those such as limited
 liability legal technicians who are allowed to do many things that attorneys can do, only without
 the training and education.   Placing non-attorneys in positions of power and authority over
 attorneys is accordingly unwise and will not be helpful to a proper oversight of the attorney
 members of the WSBA.   If you doubt that this conflict exists, just see the short thread on NW
 Sidebar about the LLLT program in which several attorneys (including myself) expressed dismay
 about allowing non-attorneys to practice law; this comment was posted by a LLLT on December 6,
 2015:  “Yes, we LLLTs are the new kids on the block and will do a good job if not better than
 attorneys, thank you!” 
 
I also urge you to oppose the removal of the word “Association” from the WSBA.  The use of this
 word was likely an advised choice in the early days of the WSBA when collegiality and professional
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 interactions with each other were actually important and were presumably promoted by the
 WSBA.  While there is much less of either any more, I do not think it wise for our professional
 organization to sound the death knell on them entirely.  Likewise,  removing the references to the
 WSBA serving its members is unwarranted.  While I would have to agree that the WSBA has
 recently promoted an “us vs. them” mentality (even the WSBA website is a nightmare to navigate),
 this should not be the goal of our organization.  Why should our own professional organization not
 want to assist its members?  Such assistance could only improve the delivery of legal services to
 the public.
 
Finally, I urge you to oppose the proposed revocation of the membership’s ability to set our own
 bar dues.  Continuing with the theme of “us vs. them” that we are seeing, it is amazing that the
 lingering resentment from the WSBA governance continues to drive such matters as trying to
 move the establishment of dues to the Supreme Court (who is surely busy enough with their case
 load already, and who has repeatedly demonstrated that they are uninterested in the comments
 or views of practicing attorneys, witness the creation of the LLLT program over strongly voiced
 objection by many attorneys). 
 
In sum, there is no good reason to implement any of the proposed by-law changes, and there are
 many good reasons to decline to do so.  And, just because a lot of time has been spent on these
 misguided proposed changes does not justify continuing to move forward with their passage. 
  Please show practicing attorneys that you can stand up for our interests by voting against the
 proposed by-laws.
 
Thank you for your time in considering this information.  I am happy to speak with you further
 should you wish to do so.
 
Very truly yours,
 
Carla J. Higginson & Garrett J. Beyer
 
Cc:          Mr. Gipe

Ms. Neumann
Mr. Majumdar
 

___________________________
 

CARLA J. HIGGINSON, ATTORNEY

HIGGINSON BEYER, P.S.    
Friday Harbor Office:
175 Second Street North, Friday Harbor, Washington 98250 | Telephone: (360) 378-2185 | Facsimile: (360) 378-
3935
Seattle Office:
701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 5500, Seattle, Washington 98104 | Telephone: (206) 623-8888 | Facsimile: (360) 378-3935
 
carla@higginsonbeyer.com
HigginsonBeyer.com
 
*************************************************************************************
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  The information in this electronic mail is legally privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the
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 individual or entity named above.  If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
 or copy of the transmission is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this transmission in error, please delete the message and immediately notify us by
 telephone at (360) 378-2185 or by e-mail.  Internet Communications are not secure and subject to possible data corruption, either accidentally or on
 purpose, and may contain viruses.  Furthermore, e-mail is an informal method of communication and for these reasons, it will normally be inappropriate
 to rely on advice contained in an e-mail without obtaining written confirmation of it.  If we receive a request from you via e-mail, we will treat that as
 authority to reply by e-mail.
*************************************************************************************
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